
So you have a Scanncut machine and have probably had a go at cutting out a shape or two, 
and  now your exciting journey of learning new techniques with this machine begins with 
these projects you will learn how to place a shape and alter its size on the screen , how to 
weld shapes together to form a new shape, , how to group objects together to move around 
the screen, How to draw a shape with the pens provided with the machine. Variation of ideas 
to give different looks to your bottle tags  and make your own embellishments, and inspire 
you to go ahead and create your own using the shapes loaded in the machine. 
  
Turn on the machine  by pressing  the round button on the monitor ,   a welcome screen 
appears and shows you some screen captures, click anywhere on the screen and  then 
press the OK  button on the screen,The carriage will move to its engaged position, and the 
screen shows two big on screen buttons,  

 
On your machine screen select PATTERN, 

 
The pattern categories screen appears, 
 then select SHAPES, (square and circle button)   

page 1/10 
Click on BA A001 or BA A003 You choose. 
 
TO EDIT THE SHAPE. 

 Click on Height /width aspect ratio button( double 
ended arrows ) to turn it blue, Set width at 3.50 inch /89mm and the height at 
4inch/102mm. then click the blueSet button. 
 
 



 
The shape will be on your working mat screen, click the blue ok button. 

  
,touch the shape with your stylus and move it to the middle of the screen. 

  
Click on the ADD button, then click on the Shapes button again, scroll to page 8/10 

click on the  BA A110, 
 resize the shape to 2.00inches/mm by clicking the height or the width button they will adjust 

both automatically( you don't need to turn the  arrow button blue. 
On the screen there is a row of buttons running along the bottom of your screen,( from left to 
right, add a margin, flip horizontally,rotate, unlock height and width,Fillindraw. We need the 
rotate button(third from the left), click  90degree right, Press ok  
Press the SET button to place the semi circle shape on to your working mat. 

  
 Click on the Group button( the 3 little sqs in red )  
Lage button top right. 

  



You will now see two buttons highlighted in red, the first one to group a selection of objects, 
the second button is everything on the mat. Click on the second button you will see both 
objects highlighted, Click the blue OK button.  

You will see a button with four arrows pointing in opposite  click 
directions button.( second row,middle) Click on this arrow direction button.  
You will know see both objects are highlighted with little cross in the middle of each. Click on 
the align button(Next to the big black cross button) ie  button with boxes lined up on one 
side.  

This is your alignment button, click on this button  
and our next screen is showing different ways to align the selected items, you need the 
 first  row third button down  where the boxes are placed in the centre of the black line 

click on the align centre button  both  shapes move  click the 
blue OK button,  
 Touch anywhere on the screen but not on the objects on the screen the  semi circle is 
highlighted, press the  down  hand direction arrow  button, till the semi circle shape is 
just overlapping the main shape . 

 Press  magnify button to see if you have moved the shape over 
enough,  if you want to enlarge the screen touch the 200 percent and the screen magnified 
to 400 percent, use the up and down arrows to find the close up you are working on, if it is till 
not overlapping, Use your stylus to move the highlighted shape if need be.,  Press OK 
button.Takes you back to the direction screen,if you are happy how it looks Press OK again 
If not use the direction arrow to move the shape further over , click on the magnify to see if 
it's in the right position, if you are happy click ok, then click ok again to  take you back to the 
edit layout screen. 
Now we are going to group those to shapes together so we can move them around the 
screen together. 



 To group the shapes together, press the button with the three red sqs, press the second 
highlight all button, press the OK button then press the Weld button (bottomleft)  It will 
show you a preview of the welded shape and tell you if you choose to go ahead, it can't be 
undone. Press  Ok button to finish join the shapes together,  

Press the OK Button again, 
 This  Takes you back to the working screen, 

 
 Press Add button 
 
Press Shapes button Page 3/10  BA A045  

 
and set it to 1.50 inches/38mm press set, the circle is displayed top left hand corner.  
With your stylus move the circle into the semi circle shape of the tag  so as to get an even 
rim round the semicircle shape. 

 Press the Edit button( top left)  
 You can align this in the middle by going to the Group button(three red squares) press, 
Then Press second button (group all), Press OK, Press 4 direction arrow button, Then 
press top middle button(Align) then press bottom row left ( move to centre), Press OK 
button, Press Ok button again,  
Both shapes are now highlighted,  
 
 
 
 



On the screen Press bottom middle button(group) it will turn blue, press OK, 

 
 both shapes are locked together and can be moved anywhere on the screen. Now save this 
to your machine memory or a usb stick by click on ok again to take you back to your working 
screen and click on the save button. 

 
  Well done, you have designed your basic bottle tag , by sizing , welding  grouping 
shapes together. 
So you can cut it out of cardstock load your mat and feed into the machine using the feed 
button top right ( big black button above the Start and  Stop button) check your blade depth 
and cut pressure as of the manual that came with the machine so you can do a test cut 
Ashley has a Youtube video on this showing you how to insert the blade into the 
holder, how to insert it in to the carrier, and how to set the settings. , so I won't explain 
in full here, to get to your test cut , click on the Add button to take you to the pattern selection 
screen and you will see the test cut button there., chose you shape and  size it, and click set 
it will add it to your mat top left hand corner,just make sure its not interfering with anything 
else you may have on your screen. If so move these or the test cut shape to a clear bit of 
space on the screen ,( if you scanned your patterned cardstock into the machine ( scan 
button bottom left on the screen)( the machine will take the mat through the machine and 
back again and show directly on the screen the patterned cardstock that is on the mat , so 
you can move you pieces around on the screen and cut it out exactly where you want on the 
pattern card stock),  move the test cut to an area of unused card stock)  Press Ok to take 
you to the Draw/ Cut buttons, click on Cut , the button changes to blue and will also give you 
a time of how long to cut out the shapes, and the yellow start button light s up, press start 
the machine cuts the test cut first, check the test cut if it's all right proceed with the yellow 
start button and it will cut out your shapes,  if the test cut  hasn't worked  click quit cutting 
button, check your settings again, cut depth/pressure  and move the test cut shape on the 
screen to a different area for you to try the test cut.and proceed again , click on ok, click on 
cut and click on Yellow star button, if you are happy, after the second test cut click on yellow 
start button to finish the cutting process. After cutting press the OK button on screen it will 
take you back to the Draw/Cut screen, click the black back arrow ( top right on the screen to 
take you back to the working screen  If you are going to cut out another tag remember to 
remove the test cut off the working screen by clicking  on the edit button ( top left on the 



screen), high light the test cut shape with your stylus and click on the dustbin button, it will 
ask you do you want to delete the selected item, click on ok to take you back to the edit 
screen. 
Well done you have completed cutting out your  basic bottle tag that fits champagne as well 
as wine bottle necks. now for the embellishments. 
 
EMBELLISHMENTS 
 
 
 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
Press the Add button and click on the sentiments button( winter/lucky) 

 
scroll to page 6/13 and click on the Happy Birthday LO A031, You will now notice the 
Height /width button is now greyed out, This means you cant adjust them individually they 
are now adjusted proportionally. , so it doesn't matter which button you touch , height or 
width they change together. Press the  minus width button till it reads 3.15inches/80mm , 
Press the blue set button. Load your mat with cardstock,and cut out the embellishment . 
 
 
. Variation NO2 You can if you want Draw the sentiment straight on to the Tag shape using 
the pens that came with machine in the plastic wallet. Swap the cutting holder for the pen 
holder, and insert the little pen into the penholder by pressing the button on the back to open 
the lid insert the pen , close the lid, place the cap on top so you don't l0ose it. And set the 
pen holder into the machine and lock into place., instead of cutting press draw on the screen 
and draw on your cardstock , You could also draw on to a select shape from the basic 
patterns or preset label shapes just size them to fit within your tag width and height  , save 
the shape to the machine , draw the sentiment first, then bring the shape from the memory 
on to the working mat and move it in place over the written sentiment, highlight the sentiment 
from the editing screen using the larger arrow buttons and delete the sentiment, then change 
the pen for the cut blade and cut it out. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



If you would like to fill the sentiment with colour instead of an outline. Click on the sentiment 
to highlight  it, then click on the edit button, top left of the screen.  

  
Then click on the aspect ratio button the one above the blue ok button, you will now show 
the dimensions of the sentiment but running along the bottom of the screen is a line of 
buttons, some are greyed out , but the right hand button showing a pen nib is white , click on 
it , it will turn blue .the sentiment on the screen turns blue., press ok , then press ok again to 
show the draw / cut screen click on draw and proceed as normal, 

 
 (you can also change the fill of the sentiment to a cross hatch pattern by clicking on the 
spanner and screwdriver button on the screen, scroll to page ⅔ and click on the fill pattern 
button and chose the pattern from total fill to the various patterns shown.. Click ok twice. And 
proceed to draw. 
 Border BOW Style N01, On your working mat screen Press ADD ,to take you to the 
pattern selection screen, then click the Borders button, the one underneath the Shapes 
button. And scroll to page 8/10 and click on pattern BO A024,  Touch the plus width 
button till it is at its widest setting 11.52 inches /293mm Press the blue SET Button,  Cut 
out the border out of 12 inch wide cardstock, the remove from the mat and fold the bows on 
top of each other lining them up to make a crease. Cut up the border on these creases. You 
will have three bows with swags. Cut off the swags off two of the bow shapes and glue the 
centre part of the bows to the centre of the remaining uncut bow and swag and gentle fold 
up the tips like butterfly wings and glue the bow swag on to your tag, snip of overhanging 
swag at each end. 
Bow style NO2 
On your working mat screen, Press the Add button to take you to the pattern selection 
screen then click the SHAPES pattern  button and scroll to page 5/10 using the arrow 
buttons click on shape BA A066. Press the height /width button(the one with two arrows) It 
will turn blue, now you can adjust the width and height separately. set the width to 
2.50inches/  63mm      and height to 0.90inches,23mm then adjust the number  of pieces 
from one to two using the plus button, then click the Blue set button 



 
,It  will set the two shapes in the top left corner, 

 
Now we are going to weld the two bigger oval shapes that are in the top left hand side of the 
screen together 
.Click on the left button on your screen, the one with the square ,circle triangle.this our 
editing screen, 
Both ovals are at the top of your screen, laying next to each other. just touch the right hand 
oval to highlight, or press the big single arrows to choose the oval and to be highlighted, 
With this oval highlighted  click the all direction arrow button, then press the left arrow 
button six times , this will overlap the highlighted oval over the left one. press ok. you are 
back to the editing screen, press the big button that has three red sqs Group button, you 
presented with 2 buttons, select the left one with the small sq highlighted.you now see too 
arrows in opposite corners. touch the bottom right hand side arrow and drag up and over 
towards the oval shapes, the white space will get smaller, you just want to surround the two 
oval shapes. then click the blue ok button.both of these shapes are highlighted , we can now 
press the ok button. now we want to weld these two shapes together. press the bottom left 
button, the one that looks like a circle and a triangle shape welded together., the screen will 
go blank and a processing message flashes up, then it shows you a preview screen of what 
the shape will look like when welded. it also ask you is it ok to weld these shapes together, 
and telling you that once it is welded the process can’t not be irreversible. Press the OK 
button, this takes you back to the editing screen. 
 
Now we need a gluing tab.Press  OK  then press the ADD button and click on the shapes 
button and then on 1/10 click BA A012 rectangle, press the height width button to turn it 
blue and adjust the width to 5.ooinches 127mm. height 0.40 inch 10mm,  press ok  



. 
then we will weld the two shapes together by pressing the editing button top left on the 
screen.Then clicking the large group button(three red sqs) then click the left button (with 
the small sq) and move the bottom right arrow around the long rectangle and the bow shape, 
press ok.both will be highlighted, press blue Ok button then press the four direction arrows 
button., then press the align button( top  row Middle) and press the central button then 
the middle button( bottom two buttons), press ok, screen tells you that the process 
cant be reversed press ok again, press the weld button (bottom Left) press ok to weld 
shapes together.then click OK  
 
Now for the centre bow part 
 
 Add button again and click on page 5/10 and click onA066  but this time set the width to 
0.50inches  13mm    /height at 1.50 inches, 38mm and only one shape. , then press set.,  
 
 Now we move on to the tails of the bow,  
Click on the add button, then the shapes button,and scroll down to page 6/10 and click on 
BA A085 press ok, then press on the aspect ratio button to adjust the height and width 
independently, and set the width at 2.00 inches/50mm and the height at 0.80 inches 
/20mm then set the amount/number to 2 and click on set. This will place the tails 
horizontally on the mat.  Click on one of the tails too highlight it , then click the edit button 
Top Left, and then the Aspect ratio button  the one above the blue ok button,  and on the 
bottom row of buttons click the flip button second button in. press ok. 

 
 With this bow you can cut it out as a tailed bow where the tails of the bow are going 
horizontal, especially if cutting out in patterned paper, or the tails going vertical  , decide and 
adjust the direction of the two tails by clicking on the edit button top left, then clicking on 
the adjustment button,third row second down,on the bottom of the screen you will see a 
row of buttons, margin, flip, direction, aspect ratio, fill in. click the third from the left( the 
direction button) . then press the 90degree button to the left to turn the tail vertically, 
highlight the second tail with your stylus and do the same to this tail., press ok blue button 
twice  to take you to the working mat screen and click save . 
 
 



Putting it together. 
Bring the files you like to use on to the working mat by clicking the add button .This 
takes you to the pattern screen, 
Then click saved data button and choose from where you saved your files( the machines 
memory or usb) which ones your are going to utilise for this project and add them to the 
working mat , once you got all your project files on the screen you can save this as a whole 
project by clicking the save button and choose where to save it, sometimes a message will 
flash up saying do you want to save it the original file or as a new file, answer new and your 
whole project is saved to be used as many times as you want without having to hunt for all 
those separate pieces you designed. 
Now decided what cardstock/ or patterned cardstock and colours you will be using.  
Load your cutting mat with the card stock you are going to use, and using the Load button 
load the cutting mat into the machine. If you are using patterned cardstock it is a good idea 
to scan  this into the machine so you can place your cutting pieces exactly where you like 
out of the patterned card stock.Press the blue scan button , this will take the mat through the 
machine  and return it back and like a scanner in a printer , will scan the whole mat onto the 
visual screen for you. move the corresponding pieces around the screen to get the best 
pieces out of the patterned cardstock. cut out your pieces, Press the blue OK button.then the 
cut button it will tell you how long it will take to cut out the pieces, then go ahead and press 
the yellow start button. The machine will kick into action, make sure nothing is blocking the 
exit route of your mat. When finished cutting the mat will return to its start position , and beep 
to let you know it finished cutting Press finished cutting, then press unload mat button. And 
gently remove your pieces of the mat with your scraper  tools.  
SO you will have a tag shape, a sentiment and a choice of two bows the bow border  and the 
pieces of the made up bow.. Decide which bow to use.  
 
THE BORDER BOW  
take the border bow strip and centre bow of the stip in the middle, fold the other bows on top 
of each other.and crease the edges and open it up., With a pair of scissors cut the two 
edges you have creased to make three separate bows with their swags attached. WE are 
going to use two of these for the tag . Take one of the bows and apply glue or tape to the 
back, and place the bow  centrally just below the cut out circle of the tag across the top and 
not interfering with the hole., you can cut off the ends  of the swag or fold them round to the 
back of the tag. 
With the second bow cut away the swag pieces to leave the bow shape . place a spot of glue 
on the reverse only on the centre section to leave the ends free. Allow to dry , they fold up 
the ends of the bow butterfly fashion to to a 2d effect. You can use the third strip and cut out 
the bow and repeat the process for a fuller effect. 
 
.The Tailored Bow and variation 
 Gather you tailored bow pieces, the bow shape, the two tails and the centre oval piece. With 
the bow shape curl the bow using your stylus , pen or blade of a pair of scissors  curl the two 
bow shapes together to meet in the middle and with a spot of glue glue the little tab only to 
the centre of the bow and overlap the other end of the glue tab and fix that in the centre also, 
(if using patterned paper make sure you have the pattern you want to show on the underside 
before glueing, Allow to dry, then  taking one of the tails of the bow making sure you have 



the right patterned side up,glue the pointed end of the tail to the back of the bow making 
sure the tail is horizontally in line with bow and  v shape is showing away from the bow., do 
the same with the other tail , then taking the small oval shape pop a little glue on both ends 
of the oval and fold around the centre of the bow with the ends overlapping at the back. 
Allow to dry,  
THats you tailored bow complete ( For a normal bow just arrange the tails at a 45degree 
angles behind the bow before glue your centre small oval shape)  
Variation on the bow. Glue a small thin strip of contrast cardstock or velvet ribbon, or lace 
down the middle of the whole length of the bow before curling and bending over to glue, do 
the same with the centre part and the tails, continue to make up the bow as before 
Glue bow into position on your tag., Glue the sentiment down on to the tag below the bow( 
whichever one you used) the tag is now complete.Hang on the neck of your chosen bottle for 
the reciperent. 
Variation N0 3, If you have an embossing machine or folder place you cut out tag shape in 

the folder and emboss for a different look to plain cardstock, looks good with gold card. 

 
 
Now you have had a play and used the buttons and around the several screens on the 
machine the repetition of using the buttons and the screens will allow you to  move on with 
these other tag variations  

Variations of the basic tag 
EASTER TAG 
Green cardstock, patterned cardstock of choice, and plain coloured cardstock of 
choice. 
 
Bring the basic bottle tag on to the working mat screen,  from  patterns button ,saved 
data button from your machine or usb stick etc. press ok 
 Then click add button click on the sentiments from the pattern selection screen. 
And scroll down to page 3/13 and click on lLO A016 EASTER.  Take width down to 
3.00inches and set it on the mat. Click ADD and go to the borders section in the pattern 
section, and scroll down to page 7/10 and click on BO  A020 grass verge. And set the 
width to 3.50/89mm  and    height to 0.96 inches/24mm, and you need three of these. You 
are now going to need a few egg shapes , the first one is from the basic shapes section 



and  scroll to page 7/10 and click on BA A098 egg shape, resize this to  Height 
1.28inches/ 33mm   Width  1.00inch/25mm and you need three or four of these, The next 
egg we need is the one in the premade design section, Click on Add and on the 
patternsection screen click on premade designs and then click on the parcel and 
pumpkin bottom left, scroll to page 2/3 and  click on  AR 1025 serrated egg shape.and 
size it to the smallest it will go click ok,two shapes appear on the screen , click on A  then 
click ok  then click set to place it on your working mat screen.click ADD and click on egg 
shaped B and bring this on to the working mat as before.. 
Cut the grass borders in green cardstock you could use all the same colours or  darker 
shades of green as contrast if you like., cut the easter sentiment  and the eggs out of a 
selection of  patterned cardstock of your choice. And the main  bottle tag shape out of 
contrasting plain cardstock of your choice., Measure 1cm from the bottom of the tag and 
draw a pencil line across  the tag , ( it won't be seen this is a guide) we are going to Glue the 
three strips of grass one over the other at staggered intervals so you can see the fringes of 
all the grasses glue a small strip of glue only  on the straight bottom edge, as you want to 
tuck the eggs behind some of the fringes of the grasses.Place a thin line of glue on the 
bottom edge of the grass strip  and place it onto the line, lining up the straight edge of the 
strip onto the pencil mark,   then line up the second strip a little down from the first to create 
a shadow and glue down, then glue the third strip bottom edge with the bottom edge of the 
tag., then glue the egg shapes tucked between the grass edges that you find pleasing. Then 
glue the sentiment just below the circle of the tag.  
 

 
Variation  You can add a shadow shape to your sentiment . First bring on the easter 
sentiment on to your working mat screen as before ,  now go to the basic patterns and click 
on the basic egg shape as before but this time resize it to height 1.71 inches/ 44mm and 
width to 1.40 inches/36mm and click on number  you are going to need 5 of these then click 
set to place them on the mat, then move the eggs individually over each egg letter, you can 
if you want use the rotate button to angle them,if you want to be more precise., use the big 
arrow button above the bin button to highlight the sentiment, then using the direction arrow 
button move the sentiment out of the way, Click on one of the eggs to highlight it. Then click 
on the group button and click on the first button to bring up the two corner arrows , now 
move this in and around the overlapping eggs  to create a white border. Press ok, all the 
eggs are highlighted press ok, brings you back to the editing screen, click on the weld button 
( bottom left) if an error message comes up just go back to the screen and adjust slightly the 
eggs that are just touching each other and move them slightly to overlap  then go back and 



group again, and weld  now this welded as a new shape you can go head and tweek the 
height and width.cut out in a contrasting colour., glue on the sentiment , enlarge an egg 
shape  and add tailored bow to the egg. 
 
New Home Tag 
Go to your home mat screen and click on add or from start click on Pattern to bring you to 
your pattern selection screen. Click on the lettering icon button(Big A little a) and click on 
FO A001 Top left. We will be using this font throughout this project. 
A new screen appears with a touch screen keypad to type your word in, It's ready set on 
capitals, if you need to change it press the bottom left blue button to switch between 
uppercase and lowercase letters. In this project we will keep it to all uppercase letters. 
 Type in NEW HOME in to the machine and click on ok it will bring up another screen  to 
change the spacing between the letters and the height of the letters but you cant weld or 
move the letters individually  once you have placed them on the working mat, 
 so To do so you have to enter and set them on the working mat individually.To do this go 
back to the keypad screen, and delete the word New HOME. press Capital N on the keypad 
screen and click OKand on the second screen  keep the spacing and height as is and click 
on Blue button SET 
It will place the letter in the top left corner. Click on ADD, takes you back to the pattern 
section , click on lettering icon again, click on  the first font again and type in the capital E 
and go through the process of setting it on your mat and repeat with all the other letters to 
spell out NEW HOME. 

 
Once you have all the words on the mat you can now weld them together,all the letters on 
the screen now can be moved and welded individually. 
 So lets start on the word NEW . 
With your stylus move the letters N<E<W somewhere on the working mat and line them up 
along the bottom,use the grid on screen to help you, the thickened centre and middle lines 
on the screen (we will go into a more precise detail later) 
Once you have them lined up at the bottom, click on the edit button , top left , then click 
on the magnifying glass with the plus sign in the middle which is at the top of your screen., 
that enlarges the screen to 200 percent , using you stylus and the directions arrows to move 
across and up and down the screen,move the letters closer together, hit the 200percent 
button bottom left corner of the screen  to view it  at 400 percent, now seeing it more closely, 
use the arrows to find your positioning of the letters and move them so they are slightly 
overlapping each other. 
Dont worry if you move them out of line , we will press a button for that later.Once you are 
happy click on the blue OK button, that takes you back to the editing screen, move the 
letters HOME together and repeat the process. WE are now going to line them up by using 
the group and align buttons, ,Click on the group button first( 3redsquares)top right. 
on the next screen select the left hand button, the screen will change and show two arrows, 
drag in and use  these arrows to put a white border around the word NEW letters.and click 



ok, they will be highlighted, click ok, takes you back to the editing screen, now click on the 
4way direction arrow button (,Second column second row), then click on the align 
button next to the magnifying glass at the top of the screen, click on the align bottom 
button (second column second row),  all the letters are now lined up on their bottom 
edge.click ok, then click ok again, to take you back to the editing screen.The word NEW is 
still highlighted so we can now weld it, Click on the weld button( first column third row), 
and press weld, the screen will go blank and the word processing appear then it is showing 
you  a preview page what it looks like when welded, if you approve click on ok, this 
process cannot be reversed once activated. 
Repeat  the process again with the letters Home .Drag the word NEW over the top of the 
word HOME and centre it and slightly overlap them together, Use the magnifier button to 
help you, . If you want it to be perfectly centered use the  the group button, (3 red squares) 
, then the left smaller sq button to bring up the arrows to drag a white border around  both 
words,press ok twice to bring you to the editing screen, click on the 4way directional 
arrow button to bring up the align button middle top of screen,  and press the center 
button(, first column third row),press ok twice to take you back to the editing screen, 
words are still highlighted click on the weld button bottom left,  
 
 
You can if you want to change the shape and not have the letters lined up move them more 
staggered before you weld the letters together for a more contemporary looking 
embellishment In the example shown i did this with the  
word HOME before I welded the word New to the top of it 

t.  
Now for the house,  
 You could go into the basic shapes and weld a square and a roof shape and a small 
rectangle for the chimney together now you know how to use the basic shapes. Or we could 
use a pre designed house from the machine,  There are two house shapes in the  home 
section of the pre designs( there are five more elaborate ones in the DX machines) 

 



SO bring up your pattern selection screen, and click on the pre design shapes button,(flower 
and parcel), then click on the house in the first column second row, then click on either 
house of your choice.   I'm using the first one,AR E002, when you click on it up comes a 
new screen showing the different elements to make the house, the door the roof and the 
chimney which we could cut out in different colours but i am going to weld the roof to the wall 
to make it one piece and then place the door shape to be cut  in to the house shape, you can 
if you want just cut out the door shape in a different colour and glue in place. It's up to you, 
just giving you some design alternatives. 

 
Click on A and click ok on the next screen you can see the height and width are greyed out 
so you can not adjust the ratio size of the image but we can change the size in editing mat 
screen, so  click the blue set button it places it in the top left hand corner of the mat, now 
click the add button, it takes you back to the elements screen of the design you have 
chosen, so now click the roof B and ok, we can't alter the ratio so click set 
Click add to takes us back for the door C if you are using it. Do the same thing again till 
you have the pieces you want on the mat. 

 
Now using your stylus drag the roof shape over the wall shape slightly overlapping, use the 
magnifying glass button to assist you. on my version I slightly moved the roof to the left a 
little to show the roof line abit more instead of being welded as a whole shape, click on the 
group button(3 red squares) and click on the smaller red square button to set the 
arrows . 
Drag the arrows to make a border around the roof and wall, click ok, both are highlighted 
click on the weld button.(Bottom left), click ok , move the door into the house to be cut 
out, or cut out separately and glue down. If cutting into the house, once the door is in place 
click on the group button and repeat the procedure and drag the arrows to put a border 
around the whole of the house and this time click the bottom middle button to group it all 
together,press ok.  If you pressed the weld button by mistake  the door disappears. Next 
bring in your tag shape  file you saved  onto the mat. Now you can highlight the house and 
resize the house to fit on to the tag from the edit screen 
I sized mine down to 2.25inch/57MM wide and 1.95 inch/50MM high ( the aspect ratio 
button is greyed out because it's a predesigned shape and cant be altered 
independently.) 
If you cut out the door separately you need to group the house and door together before you 
start resizing .group and drag the arrows like before to put a border around the shapes then 
click the  middle group button next to the weld button to turn blue to show you have 



locked them together, then click on the aspect ratio button to resize the house as 
suggested above, then when happy with the size you have to un click the small group button 
again to turn of the blue colour and click ok so you can separate the two pieces and move on 
the screen for cutting out in different colours. Go ahead and place your cardstock or 
patterned paper on the mat and scan in the machine so you can place your pieces precisely 
where you want them on the cardstock etc., then its glue the shapes on to the tag shape. 
Making sure none of the shapes cover the inner circle for the bottleneck. IN my version I cut 
out two names and two houses the same from contrasting cardstock  and then glue the 
shapes together but the top one was slightly moved to the right to give a highlight effect/or 
drop shadow.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Variation No2 ,  On this tag I cut out the house and the word New Home, then I went back 
into patterns section and in the borders section  I scroll down to page 5/10 selected BO 
A015 Birds clicked on the aspect ratio button to turn it blue so I could adjust the width to 
7 inch/290mm    and height to 1.30/ 33mm , click number to 2strips, then click blue set 
button, after removing the strips off the mat I then measured and cut the strips by hand to fit 
the tag and glued around the edge 

.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Variation 3  This one is just a little bit more complex and involves doing  some welding of 
shapes. So it's like a card on a tag. 

 
The first shape we weld is the house, back in patterns section, pre designs, click on the 
house and adjust the width to 4.52 inches bring the three parts on to the mat as before.Move 
the roof and overlap on to the wall of the house, and weld, the door can be cut out of the 
house at a later stage ,or cut out from a different colour of cardstock and glued on. Move the 
welded house to the bottom of the mat for the time being . Now bring on your letters on to 
the mat like before, bring on the Bottle tag to the mat.  Two ways you can proceed , is either 
move the letters around the bottom and right side edge of the tag placing NEW at the bottom 
and HOME along the side evenly and slightly overlapping and weld, or you can line up word 
NEW cross the bottom and weld a thin strip  ( the width of the tag 3.50 inches)to the top of 
the letters and do the same  with another narrow strip ( 4 inches in height)down the edge of 
the word HOUSE making sure the letters are connected to the thin strips before welding. , 
now you can weld these on to the tag shape individually or you can cut them out and glue on 
to the tag at a later stage.it's up to you. 

 Now move the house to the left hand side of the tag and overlap 
the wall edge and a bit of the roof on to the tag and group and weld those together.  

If you want to cut out the door from the house shape move the 
door shape in place add another 1.50 inch circle into the top of the tag shape as it was 
removed when welding then group them all together so you can move it around the mat as 
one shape, and proceed to cut out your new tag, and embellishments, fold the house over 
the tag and complete decorating the tag. With other embellishments from the machine, like 
the window frame, flowers, the bush is from a snowflake , then cut in half with scissors, the 
fence was welded three pieces together, 
\inside  words where from pre designs and also welded by the machine.  
 



 
For  You Tag 

  
Bring the basic tag  file on to the working mat screen , and place to the bottom of the 
screen.  Press the ADD BUTTON AND GO TO THE PATTERN SELECTION SCREEN. 
Click on to  pre select designs, click on the house,( first coloulm second row), scroll to page 
2/2 and click on the champagne or wine glass and set it on the mat as before.. With the 
glass highlighted go to the edit button.Top left , it will bring up the editing screen, click on the 
edit ratio button (third column second row),the ratio button is greyed out because its a pre 
design in the machine,click on the minus height button and scale down to 2.19inches/ 56mm 
. If you want the other wine glass scale this down to 2.56inches/65mm.  For the Champagne 
bottle  click on the button ADD and go back to 2/2 and click on the bottle,  and click on 
partA  bottle shape then click on the reduce the width to its lowest 1.18 inches then click on 
set, this puts it on the working mat screen,  now click on the ADD button to bring on the cork, 
click on B and click set,   Bring up the tag from the bottom of the screen so you can gauge 
the height of the bottle against the tag. If you want to make it bigger( remember  because it a 
pre design you can't change the height or width separately, )  make sure the bottle is 
highlighted by touching it with your stylus, change the height to fit the size of glass and tag. 
By clicking on the edit button (top left) and then clicking on the height button 
 Now for the labels  go to the pattern section and click on the preset designs and go to the 
bottom row right and click on the frames section., scroll to page 2/3and click on AR 
K018, now you can’t make the label smaller here , you have to get it on the mat so click set, 
highlight it with your stylus then click the edit button( top left on the screen), then click  on 
the  ( two double ended arrows) and you will see the set width and height  button is greyed 
out , but we can still scale it down, click the width button down to the width of your bottle. For 
the neck label on the champagne i used a small oval shape from the basic selection  and 
reduce it in size to fit the shoulder of the bottle  and cut it out in gold cardstock the cork was 
also cut out of gold cardstock. 
 If you want a wine bottle shape you could cut the  champagne bottle out and snip/knife  
cut a small sliver of each side of the bottle to make it straight, but if it is a small bottle you 
might not be able to manage it on such a small item. So here is an alternative make your 
own. 
 



If you want a wine bottle shape you have to weld some basic shapes together. You can also 
pick the other glass shape from the screen if you wanted a different shaped glass. 
 Take you time as it is a little more complicated but I hope I explain clearly how to achieve 
this, click on the basic patterns  and click on BA A013  click the ratio button so you can 
change the height and width independently, , set the height to 2.92inches/74mm and the 
width to 1.14 inches/29mm, click Set,  this is the  basic bottom shape of the bottle , on to the 
mat,  
click add pattern section basic shapes, page 7/10  BA A092 press the ratio button and 
change it to Height 3.50inches/90mm   width to 1inch/ 25mm.  Then press the rotate button 
90degrees button twice  to  change the shape around.this is the shoulder shape of the bottle 
Then click ok then click set. To send this to the working mat, 
 Click add, click on basic shapes again and click on to BA  AO12 and set it at 2inch 
/51mmhigh and 0,30 inches wide/8mm. This is the neck part of the bottle. Now to weld them 
together,  Use  the magnifying glass button to assist you in lining up the pieces and the align 
button to make sure the pieces are central before welding all together. Place the 
shoulder part of the bottle resting on the top of the bottom bottle shape , then move the thin 
rectangle shape the neck of the bottle over the thin shoulder shape and make sure its just 
touching the top of the thin  neck shape and in the centre as well, group all the pieces with a 
border using the drag arrows to frame the bottle shape, click ok all three pieces are 
grouped press ok, to make sure they are centered, while all the 3 shapes are highlighted 
click on the direction arrow button then click on the align button top row middle, and 
click the centre button, first column third button down, press ok,twice to bring you back 
to the edit screen then click the bottom left Weld button to complete the bottle shape, 
press ok, adjust the size of wine bottle to suit your tag. 
 Now for the sentiment ,  
GO to the patterns screen and click on the  worded sentiments  scroll to page 4, and 
click on LO A201 For You  and size the height down to 1.42inches /36mm With all the 
elements cut out you want to use  sentiment, glasses, bottle , labels, Glue down on to your 
tag shape with wet glue or glue dots etc, 
 
 .Variation No1 How about adding some corner pieces to the tag from the machine library, 
as you now know where to go ,( think frames) and how to resize them. 
 Variation, No2 How about welding a frame shape on to of the tag to create a different 
looking tag, , resize to fit the main section of the the tag and weld,( you will have to place 
another circle in the neck section after welded the frame) then cut out a different frame 
shape to glue o to the tag,  add your sentiment, and may be a bow or a heart shape.. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Mothers Day Tag 

 
 This one is a little bit more involved  as you will be doing a bit of welding  lots of 
shapes together. Take your time and don't rush it but it's an interesting tag because you 
could  resize it bigger to make a picture frame for your reciperant. In fact you could  use any 
sentiment on to the frame to suit the occasion. 
You are going to need some contrasting cardstock plain and patterned and if you like some 
gold or silver cardstock or mirri cardstock. 
SO to start, bring the tag shape on to the mat , to help you judge how the shapes are going 
to look on the tag.  I do this a lot with my projects to give me an idea of what the final product 
will look like and to make tweaks and corrections  before I cut all the pieces out, And it does 
help having the magnify glass to see up close the project. 
So we are going to need the sentiment, there is a MOM sentiment in the machine but no 
MUM as the machine is an American design. SO we have to go into the letters and choose a 
font to work with, make sure you don't pick a stencil font or your letters won't weld as one 
piece. 
Choose your font and start with the first letter M in capital, tap the capital M into the 
screen.Press ok and another screen appears to change the size and spacing of your letters 
in default setting is 5, leave it as it is and clickset, this puts it on to the working screen. Click 
on add and go through the whole process with the other letters U M, or whatever name you 
want to use. The letters are placed in the default place of top left hand corner of the screen. 
Using your stylus move each letter so they are overlapping each other ever so slightly,  
Click on the group button( 3 red squares)Third column first row. Then click on the left 
hand button, the screen will now show two arrow buttons , drag these up and around the 
word you want to group. Click ok, the next screen shows the word highlighted in red click 
ok again to take you to the editing screen , choose the weld button, first column third 
row,. The screen goes blank and says processing then you are presented with a preview of 
what it looks like , use the magnifying glass button to take a look to see if it will weld well 
together, press the black cross button to take you back to the weld screen, if you are happy 
click ok, the screen tells you once its welded it can't be undone. Press ok again to bring you 
back to the working screen. 
 
Click add and  click on the pre set designs,, then go to the  third column , third row  and 
click on the frame, scroll to page 2/3 click AR  K023 ,the sizing buttons are greyed out , 



you can alter it once it is on the editing screen and click set. Move the tag down to the 
bottom of the screen to give you room to work on the frame. Move the curved frame  on the 
mat to the middle of the screen, then click on your word and then click on the ratio button( 
the small square with the two arrows) , this brings up the height and width buttons..click  on 
the width button and reduce to 2.05 inches/52mm ,the height will reduce automatically, if you 
want to adjust the height click on the ratio button, bottom row( fourth  button), it will turn 
blue to let you know the ratio are unlocked. 
Click ok brings back to the editing screen, then click on the group button(3 red squares) 
Press the left button to bring up the two arrows and drag these arrows to put a border 
around both the frame and the word, click ok and both objects are highlighted, press 
ok,back at the editing screen  click on the four direction arrow button, second column 
second row. The screen will change and show both objects highlighted click on the align 
button ( top middle button) and click on the first column , third row will line the objects 
centrally, press ok.We now going to move the name into the centre space of the frame and 
move to the bottom of the space to weld it to the frame. , Now press ok, click anywhere on 
the mat to disengage the group then click on the name  to highlight it and using the down 
arrows on the screen,and move the name down into the central  space of the frame, top 
middle or bottom , you will see it slightly overlaps at the edges which is what we want for it to 
weld to the frame, click ok, back at the editing screen,click on the group button again(3 
red squares)  click on the left button to bring up the two arrows. Drag the arrows to 
make a white border around the frame, click ok, click ok again to bring you back to the 
edit screen. Click on the weld button again to weld the name in the space of the frame. 
Choose your cardstock load your mat and cut out the pieces , glue the welded frame on top 
of the tag, and add extra embellishments to the frame , like the bow for example.  Or some 
flower shapes that are built in the machine. You could glue a picture  down before glueing 
the shaped frame down on top of it. 
 
Variation NO2, 

 
 Different shape bottle tag,   with the bottle tag on the working mat screen add the ornate 
frame and size it at width 3.91/38mm bring the two together by using the group function and 
centred button , then click on the ornate frame and move it down so the straight edge bottom 
of the bottle tag is lined so that the outer curves of the frame  of the tag lined up with the with 
the  rounded corners, so all the inner points of the curves are touching the outer edges of the 
three sides of the tag. don't worry about the centre circle we will deal with later later on. 



Group both together and weld together , the hole in the tag will disappear click on add 
and from basic shapes click on the circle and size to 1.50 inches then move the circle back 
into the top of the tag shape.like before., then group all together and click on group button to 
turn blue,  your new shape tag is done ready to cut out.  add whatever other  elements to the 
bottle tag.,bows , more frames, sentiments, flowers from the machine.  
 
 
 
So now you have learned some techniques of the machine  that hopefully will give you 
encouragement to delve in and create your own tags, , they can be used for all sorts of 
occasions by changing around  a few elements and thinking out of the box, For example, 
you could change the tag in a photo album , by instead of welding one semi circle, how 
about three small semi circles with a small circle in each one for threading a ribbon through 
to hold the pages , and use the corners from the For you tag to hold the photos on the 
pages. MAKE A front and back cover in a heavier weight cardstock and thread all 
together.Decorate the front cover with elements from the machine.,  
The tag could be used as a place setting for any occasion  , wedding, birthday , choose 
special design cardstock and decorate with the person's name and  elements to coordinate, 
make the hole smaller to thread a ribbon through and around the napkin . How about cut two 
tags the size of your tea sachet and remove one of the semicircles of one of the tag and glue 
a thin line of adhesive down the side and across the bottom and up the other side and place 
on top of the tag  and fold over the semicircle as a flap, Turn it into a seed sachet.  Use the 
tag as decorations for easter or christmas tied to branches , wreaths or to decorate your 
xmas tree. I could go on , but once you start gaining confidence with the machine you start 
seeing the possibilities   the machine can make you more creative, be it cards, 3d projects, 
home decor. So enjoy the journey,  and don't forget if you make a mistake no problem it's 
only a piece of card, we have all been there. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


